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“Effective strategies to mitigate sunburn damage and improve fruit quality are to reduce FST 
and/or UV-B light exposure to fruit.  Growers in Washington have three basic options to achieve 
this goal:  (i). Evaporative cooling (EC) (ii). Protective netting and (iii). Sprayable sunburn 
protectants.  While these strategies have been proven to reduce apple sunburn incidence, none 
are 100% effective under extreme heat and light conditions. For maximum protection during 
severe weather periods, growers should consider a combination of strategies. 
Evaporative cooling is very effective for lowering FST of apples, but EC alone does not 
adequately reduce damaging UV rays; thus, sunburn can occur even with EC.  Protective netting 
may be deployed above the orchard canopy or draped directly over apple trees and has proven to 
be effective at reducing sunburn incidence, as well as conferring other benefits such as protecting 
against hail damage, reducing wind stress, and potentially excluding some invasive insect pests 
and birds. 
Growers seeking immediate, temporary relief from sunburn pressure at lower up-front costs than 
installing an EC system or protective nets should consider the application of sprayable sunburn 
protectants.  These products generally fall into one of three categories: (1) Kaolin clay-based 
particle films (e.g. Surround WP) (2) Calcium carbonate-based particle films (e.g. Eclipse, 
Diffusion, MicroCal), (3) Talc-based particle films (e.g. Invelop), (4) Calcium oxide (e.g. 
DeccoShield) and (5) UV-blocking wax matrices (e.g. Raynox).  When properly applied, most 
sprayable sunburn protectants can reduce sunburn symptoms by up to 50% in apple fruit; wax-
based products like Raynox may be used in combination with EC to achieve even greater 
protection from sunburn than either strategy alone.  Since sunburn incidence is highest in 
unshaded fruit that are exposed to direct sun (typically in the tops of trees), good spray coverage 





“Some particle films, particularly those comprised of kaolin clay, can be challenging to wash off 
the fruit surface…” 
“Do not apply any substance with or on top of particle film sprays (ed. such as Surround) that 
will increase the difficulty of removal.” 





















































































 “A number of native stink bug species can sometimes cause fruit damage in all tree fruits 
under conditions that are not fully understood.  Adult feeding during bloom and shuck split can 
cause the fruit to abort, and feeding later in the summer can cause a deep catfacing injury such as 
that caused by tarnished plant bug, or depressed, dimpled, corky or water-soaked areas on the 
skin.  All tree fruits are attacked, especially peaches and apples.  Other species of stink bugs are 
predators.  Elimination of alternate host broadleaf weeds, especially legumes, in the orchard will 
contribute to management efforts.  If control is needed, insecticides should be timed to kill 
immigrating adults as they appear in the orchards to prevent feeding damage and subsequent 




















    Closing Words    . 
“We are citizens of the world's greatest republic, a nation of ideals, not blood 
and soil.  We are blessed and are a blessing to humanity when we uphold and 
advance those ideals at home and in the world.  We have helped liberate more 
people from tyranny and poverty than ever before in history. We have acquired 
great wealth and power in the process. 
We weaken our greatness when we confuse our patriotism with tribal rivalries 
that have sown resentment and hatred and violence in all the corners of the globe. 
We weaken it when we hide behind walls, rather than tear them down, when we 
doubt the power of our ideals, rather than trust them to be the great force for 
change they have always been.  
We are three-hundred-and-twenty-five million opinionated, vociferous 
individuals.  We argue and compete and sometimes even vilify each other in our 
raucous public debates. But we have always had so much more in common with each 
other than in disagreement.  If only we remember that and give each other the 
benefit of the presumption that we all love our country we will get through these 
challenging times. We will come through them stronger than before. We always do.” 
“Do not despair of our present difficulties but believe always in the promise 
and greatness of America, because nothing is inevitable here. Americans never quit. 
We never surrender.  We never hide from history.  We make history. 
Farewell, fellow Americans. God bless you, and God bless America.” 
                           ~ John McCain   
 
 
